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Meeting Openers 
 

This exercise is great because it: 
● Brings energy and positivity into meetings (that people may not want to be at!) 
● Shares the responsibility and opportunity for recognition 
● Energizes a meeting from the start 
● Makes recognition easy for folks intimidated by it 

 
Materials: 

● List of Meeting Openers 
 
Instructions: 

1. Add to your meeting agenda “Recognition Reflection” (or whatever terminology works in your 
culture) 

2. Pick an opener (or create your own) 
a. Who helped you yesterday? 
b. What strength or knowledge do you draw upon in someone on the team? 
c. Who can you always rely on for support and assistance? 
d. Who makes a huge difference for our clients and customers? 
e. They say success is tied to who you associate with. Who elevates your professionally and 

why? 
f. Who has a skill that you’d like to learn? 
g. Who has mentored or guided you lately? 
h. Who is someone who fuels a positive atmosphere? 
i. What is something that a member of the team does that makes life better for us/our 

customers? 
3. Start meeting with the opener 
4. Debrief at the end of the meeting (optional) 

 
Debriefing Questions: 

1. What was it like starting the meeting with a recognition reflection? 
2. What do you suggest for next meeting? 
3. In what ways if any did starting the meeting this way impact our X? (e.g., focus, energy, positivity, 

collegiality - insert the one or two group norms/behaviours people most value into this question) 
 
 Translation to the work setting: 

● Start a meeting, orientation, planning session or training with this energizing approach 
● For an icebreaker, have people ask each other the question as they introduce themselves to each 

other 
● For a networking activity, modify these questions: “Who do you want to meet who…” 
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